
 

 
 
 
 
 

Stewards Report 10/03/2023 
 
 
Going: Good to Firm 

Track:  Outer 

Rail: True 

Stalls: 2000m & 2400m Inside – 1000m & 1600m Middle  
 
Non-Runners:  R2 – TAUFAN 
       
    
 
Race 1 - 01:10 PM 
HIS MAJESTY KING HAMAD BIN ISA AL KHALIFA CUP, KING OF KINGDOM OF 
BAHRAIN (SPONSORED BY BAPCO) 
 
The stewards found Stephane Ladjadj the rider of OBEYAN 1777, placed third 
guilty of using his with excessive frequency and not giving his mount time to 
respond in the final stages of the race and fined him BD 50/-. 
 
Race 2 - 01:35 PM 
AL RAFFA CUP 
 
Permission was given for RAMANI and WEWONITSIXTIMES to wear a hood, 
which is to be removed at the start. BLACK SHADOW ridden by Edinson 
Rodriguez ran to free in the early stages of the race. 
 
Race 3 - 02:00 PM 
RASHID EQUESTRIAN AND HORSERACING CLUB CUP 
 
Permission was given for MAGSOOD to wear a hood, which is to be removed at 
the start. 
The starter reported that MAGSOOD reared in the stalls and got his leg into the 
adjacent stall. The gelding was withdrawn on veterinary advice. 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Race 4 - 02:25 PM 
TATTERSALLS SPRINT 
 
Permission was given to KINKS (GB) to wear a hood and to be removed at the 
start. 
NATIONWIDE (IRE) ridden by Ali Moosa, unplaced was denied a clear run inside 
the final 400 metres of the race. 
Ali Moosa the rider of NATIONWIDE (IRE) unplaced, used his whip down the 
shoulders inside the last 400 metres, which is in breach of the conditions of 
this race. Therefore any points awarded to him in this race will be deducted 
from his total for the series.  
 
Race 5 - 02:50 PM 
THE MAZAD CUP 
 
HARBOUR SPIRIT (FR) ridden by Soufiane Saadi hung right handed in the home 
straight. 
 
Race 6 - 03:20 PM 
AL METHAQ MILE (SPONSORED BY BAPCO) 
 
Permission was given to ECOSYSTEM to be mounted from the pre parade ring. 
Permission was given for, MAYSTAR (IRE), JAZEEL (IRE), MODERN NEWS (GB) 
and WOWZERS (GB) to wear a hood, which is to be removed at the start. 
MODERN NEWS and ECOSYSTEM (IRE) were given permission to mount in the 
pre-parade ring. 
DEEP INTRIGUE (GB) was slowly away when leaving the stalls. William Buick the 
rider of MODERN NEWS (GB), unplaced reported that the gelding hung badly 
right-handed in the home straight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Race 7 - 03:45 PM 
HIS MAJESTY KING HAMAD BIN ISA AL KHALIFA CUP, KING OF KINGDOM OF 
BAHRAIN (SPONSORED BY BAPCO) 
 
Permission was given to ZAGATO (GB), CLASSICAL WAVE (GB), TAWAAREQ 
(IRE), VALYRIAN STEEL (IRE), WHAT A WELCOME (GB) and WITHERING (GB) to 
wear a hood which is to be removed at the start. 
PASSION AND GLORY (IRE) hung right inside the last 400metres. GOEMON (GB) 
ridden by Andrea Atzeni drifted slightly to the left away from the whip and 
bumped into RAYOUNPOUR (IRE) ridden by Gerald Mosse. After reviewing the 
recordings of the incident, the stewards were satisfied that no riding offence 
was involved. 
The Clerk of the Scales reported that William Buick the rider of FIRST RULER 
(GB), placed second had gone into the riders changing room before presenting 
himself to weigh in. They interviewed the rider, reviewed CCTV footage of the 
weighing room and heard evidence from a Steward. The Stewards were 
satisfied that the rider had carried the correct weight throughout the race and 
weighed in at the correct weight when returning to scale. They reminded the 
rider of his responsibility to ensure that he presents himself to the Clerk of the 
Scales as soon as returning to the weighing room and took no further action. 
 
Race 8 -  10/03/2023 04:15 PM 
HIS MAJESTY KING HAMAD BIN ISA AL KHALIFA CUP, KING OF KINGDOM OF 
BAHRAIN (SPONSORED BY BAPCO) 
 
Permission was given to BINT AL JAZEERA to be mounted from the pre parade 
ring. Permission was given to AL TARIQ, and BINT AL JAZEERA to wear a hood 
which is to be removed at the start. BINT AL JAZZEERA was also given 
permission to mount in the pre-parade ring. 
BATTLE OF TALLAS kicked the rail in the parade ring. The gelding was checked 
by a veterinary surgeon at the start and was deemed fit to race.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Post-race horses sampled: 
 

1. KUHEILAN UMM ZORAYR 1797, KUHEILAN AAFAS  1708, OBEYAN 1777, 
KUHEILAT AL ADIYAT 1782 

2. RAMANI 
3. ATHBA 
4. FIGHTER PILOT (IRE) 
5. AMERICAN FLAG (IRE) 
6. BYLINE (GB), ECOSYSTEM (IRE), DEEP INTRIGUE (GB), MAYSTAR (IRE), 

MODERN NEWS (GB) 
7. PASSION AND GLORY (IRE), FIRST RULER (GB), TAWAAREQ (IRE), THE 

COVEX KID (IRE), RECOVERY RUN (GB) 
8. EPIC, AL TARIQ, MANAMA GIRL, BATTLE OF TALAS 

 


